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This talk

Security is a very complex and controversial theme.

We will therefore make a few opening

1. remarks about network and information
security in general,

but then we will focus specifically on

2. wireless security aspects
and

3. tools for security auditing.



  

General Security: CIA

● 1. "Preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability 
of information. Note: In addition, other properties, such as
authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation and reliability can
also be involved." (ISO/IEC 27000:2009)[1]

● 2. "The protection of information and information systems
from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption,
modification, or destruction in order to provide
confidentiality, integrity, and availability." (CNSS, 2010)[2]

● 3. "Ensures that only authorized users (confidentiality) have
access to accurate and complete information (integrity)
when required (availability)." (ISACA, 2008)[3][1] ISO/IEC 27000:2009 (E). (2009). Information technology - Security techniques - Information security

management systems - Overview and vocabulary. ISO/IEC.
[2] Committee on National Security Systems: National Information Assurance (IA) Glossary, CNSS Instruction
No. 4009, 26 April 2010.
[3] ISACA. (2008). Glossary of terms, 2008.
All cited via: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_security#cite_note-4



  

CIA

● Confidentiality 
– that information can can stay private / limited to those it is for

● Access
– that you can get to it

● Integrity 
– that information can be trusted to stay unchanged

● Authenticity
– that it is really what it says it is and that it comes from where it says its from

● Availability
– that information is available



  

No security without conflicts

Some of these aspects can be in conflict with
one another:

● Some people see a security problem in the fact
that others can see and read their traffic
(Confidentiality)

● Others see a security problem in the fact that
they can NOT see and read people's traffic
(Ensure Availability)



  

More security facts

● No security can be 100%. It is always a trade off
process, and
risk management process.

● Security is connected to usability - if a system has
near-perfect security but is impossible to use, users
will just find other ways.
– A classic example: if people can not remember or store

complicated passwords, they will write them on a post-it
note and put it on their screens.



  

More security facts

● Most security problems can not be addressed
on network level, but by services and servers.

● According to a 2014 study (source), most
attacks come from the inside of networks and
organizations.[1]

● Google therefore suggests to no longer make a
difference between inner and outer network.[2]

[1] “IBM 2015 Cyber Security Intelligence Index” and the “IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Quarterly – 2Q 2015.” cited by: 
https://securityintelligence.com/the-threat-is-coming-from-inside-the-network/
[2] Google BeyondCorp - static.googleusercontent.com/media/research.google.com/en/us/pubs/archive/43231.pdf

https://securityintelligence.com/the-threat-is-coming-from-inside-the-network/


  

Some top security issues on campus networks 

● Phishing

● Virus/Malware
– often leading to spam or broadcast storm activity

● Uncontrolled improper use of networks (file sharing, videos, torrents ?)

● Operating systems spying

● BYOD - leading to completely uncontrolled quality of clients on your network

● Non-availability of (wireless) networks

● Physical security – theft and vandalism

● State sponsored intrusion / espionage / surveillance
– as revealed by Snowden and others

Which ones are your top problems?



  

Physical security

● As for all other technical equipment, don't forget
to think about physical security – for example
– Cables - Hidden and fastened

– Switches, Routers - in locked cabinets

– Power -locked in cabinets

– Water protection - equipment at least 30cm above
ground

– Outdoor equipment on secured masts



  

Physical security



  

Now let us talk about
wireless

● The main difference between wired and
wireless networks is:
wireless access is not strictly bound to a
physical location.

● We can keep people away from a certain
network drop, but it is almost impossible to
keep them away from our radio signal.

● This is the reason why we typically do not
implement authentication on wired networks
(although 802.1x was made for wired
networks!).



  

What can we do for
wireless security?

A healthy way of looking at security on the network
level:

● The network is our streets and roads.

● Many people and vehicles travel on these roads.

● Streets and roads are open, or mostly open – we
dont lock people into their houses.

● If we need to transport money from A to B – we use
a protected vehicle (= “end-to-end security”).

● We will do our best to keep unwanted drivers off
the road, but it will never be perfect.



  

Authentication on wireless networks

Authentication via 

● captive portal or 

● 802.1x (recommended)

● This should happen via
centralized servers on your core network
(Radius, AD/LDAP),
not on the edge access points



  

Authentication on wireless networks



  

802.1x/WPA2 Enterprise on the AP

Source: AirOs7 User Guide /  Ubiquiti - http://ubnt.com

WPA2-AES currently is the only recommended security mode.
WPA1 and WEP are no longer secure.



  

802.1x/WPA2 Enterprise on the AP

Source: AirOs7 User Guide /  Ubiquiti - http://ubnt.com

PSK is for one shared passkey for all users or devices,

EAP (802.1x) is for personal user credentials.



  

802.1x/WPA2 Enterprise on the AP

Source: AirOs7 User Guide /  Ubiquiti - http://ubnt.com

The important setting is

the address of your
RADIUS server.

We will discuss details of this
in the unit on

Authentication.



  

What about … PSK?

● You may use PSK (pre-shared key) for some
tasks, e.g. giving access to devices (Internet of
Things!) - but they are not recommended for
people, except maybe in a (rather open)
internet cafe or such.

● Be aware: PSKs typically get shared very fast,
or are pinned on the wall :)



  

What about … MAC?

● MAC address lists are not suitable for user
access control

● They identify machines (interfaces), not people.

● In larger organizations, you will cause a lot of
work for the helpdesk – updating, removing,
adding, …

● MAC addresses are easily spoofed.

● MAC access control might be useful in
infrastructure / p2p links / IoT.



  

Security issues of 802.1x

802.1x or WPA2/EAP is the recommended
authentication option, but it has a big security
problem too:

● Its outer tunnel security relies on TTLS/SSL
certificates

● These are vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks –
if the client device does not properly check the
certificate, then it will give its credentials to ANY AP,
e.g. rogue APs

● Its inner tunnel encryption is MSCHAP2, which is
known to be broken/crackable



  

Addressing security issues of 802.1x

Nothing can protect us against client devices with bad certificate
check implementations. Many do not check CN or CA*, but:

● We can enforce the best possible client configuration, for example
by using the eduroam CAT tool, see https:/cat.eduroam.org

● See also security recommendations on https://wiki.geant.org/
● These are vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks – if the client

device does not properly check the certificate, then it will give its
credentials to ANY AP, e.g. rogue APs

● Its inner tunnel encryption is MSCHAP2, which is known to be
broken/crackable

* The details are beyond the scope of this talk! Some more info is
given in our unit on Authentication.



  

Tools for wireless security

Enterprise wireless management systems

like Unifi provide tools like

Rogue detection, traffic analysis, etc

In addition to this, there are tools on

Physical layer: 

Spectrum analyzers: airview, wispy

Packet sniffers: kismet – Netstumbler (windows)

Network layer:

etherape (no admin tool – just quick visual overview)

General networking and management tools: wireshark, ntop, mrtg, rrdtool, nmap, mtr

Tool collections: backtrack

This is just a quick overview – explore these tools in the Lab!



  

Spectrum analyzers

● Real spectrum analyzers very expensive, but USB

analyzers or RF Explorer are a reasonable

compromise

● e.g. AirView (2.4 GHz), WiSpy (2.4 – 5.8 GHz)

● Pure physical layer! They will show you non-WiFi stuff,

like microwave ovens, jamming attempts, bluetooth

phones, etc



  

Spectrum analyzers: Airview



  

Spectrum analyzers: WiSpy



  

Android WiFi analyzers



  

Kismet

● Kismet is an 802.11 layer2 wireless network detector, sniffer, and

intrusion detection system.

● Works in raw monitoring (rfmon) mode, and (with appropriate

hardware) can sniff 802.11b, 802.11a, 802.11g, and 802.11n traffic.

● It is passively collecting packets and detecting standard named

networks, detecting (and given time, decloaking) hidden networks,

and presence of nonbeaconing networks via data traffic.

● Kismet is powerful - especially when combined with other tools like

tcpdump/wireshark, nmap, etc



  

Kismet



  

Kismet



  

wireshark

● Wireshark is a free and open-source packet analyzer.

● It is used for network troubleshooting, analysis, software

and communications protocol development, and

education.

● Filtering for fast identification of problems, e.g. specific

protocols (e.g. ARP), IP numbers, or keywords



  

wireshark



  

wireshark

● Wireshark is a free and open-source packet

analyzer. 

● It is used for network troubleshooting, analysis,

software and communications protocol

development, and education.



  

Next steps

● Security settings, practice and exercises -

in the Lab

● Unit on Authentication



  

Questions?
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